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Here is a list of activities to guide you through the exhibition. The title of each activity refers  
to the title of the exhibition’s different sections.

Your teacher may ask you to answer all of the questions in this booklet or assign activities  
to groups of students.

Welcome to the National Museum of  
the History of Immigration. During your visit 
of the permanent exhibition « Repères » you 
will come across various objects, works of art, 
documents, photographs and personal accounts 
highlighting two hundred years of immigration 
history in France.

This booklet will help you understand the role 
that immigrants have played in shaping modern 
society. Enjoy your visit!
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ORIENTATION

tall Metal  
panels

accompanied with explanatory  
text – or label – indicate which 
section of the exhibition you are in. 

READ THESE EACH TIME YOU 
ENTER A NEW SECTION.

9 ReFeRence tables

There are nine reference information tables situated 
throughout “Repères”. The title of each table refers to the 
section of the exhibition you are in. They provide historical 
information and documents on immigration in France  
based on the theme of the section you are visiting.

labels

Each document or exhibit comes with a wall label.  
This short text provides general information  
such as the author’s or artist’s name, the title, the date 
etc... More information may be given on the context,  
the meaning of the displayed object or piece.  
Some labels will go into more detail about the history  
of immigration. These will help you understand  
what you are looking at and are a useful tool for filling  
in this booklet.

Entrée de la section “Diversité”  
© EPPPD - D.R.

Table-repères “Au travail” © EPPPD - D.R.
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intRoduction

A TIMELINE FEATURED ON THE WALLS OF THE STAIRCASE WILL GUIDE  
YOU TO THE PERMANENT EXHIBITION.

PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE START AND THE END TO FIND  
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION.

 What is the first date mentioned in the timeline?

 Who is the first famous immigrant mentioned and why did he leave his country?

 What is the last date mentioned at the top of the stairs?

 Hence what time period does the Museum focus on?

Chronologie, Musée national de l’histoire de l’immigration © Mathieu Nouvel - EPPPD
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 What jobs do these Belgian workers have?

 When did they immigrate to France?

 What French city is most featured in this series of photographs?  
Why do you think that is?

ACTIVITY  1   eMigRating

ENTER THE PERMANENT EXHIBITION “REPÈRES» AND TURN TO THE PREAMBLE ON YOUR RIGHT. SPOT THE PHOTOGRAPHS AND DOCUMENTS SHOWN BELOW  

AND READ THE RELEVANT LABELS.

•  eMigRating beFoRe 1945 
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ACTIVITY  1   eMigRating

CONTINUE WALKING IN THE “EMIGRATING” SECTION AND STUDY THE SHOWCASES DISPLAYING VARIOUS INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS OF MIGRATORY EXPERIENCES.  

PICK TWO AND FILL IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE.

•  the telling oF peRsonal MigRatoRy eXpeRiences

FiRst and last naMe  
oF the Witness

countRy and Region oF oRigin

age at the tiMe oF leaVing

Reasons FoR leaVing

Reasons FoR choosing FRance

occupation in countRy oF oRigin

occupation in FRance

choice oF obJects to syMbolise 
MigRatoRy eXpeRience

What is the « Value » oF these 
obJects?

account n°1 account n°2
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ACTIVITY  2   eMigRating – boRdeRs

STILL IN THE “EMIGRATING” SECTION STUDY AD VAN DENDEREN’S PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN FROM THE SERIES “GO NO GO – EUROPE’S BORDERS” ( 1998-2002 ).  

READ THE LABEL BEFORE ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ON BORDERS CROSSING.

3

21

1. Yuksekova, Turkey, 1988.

2. Lisbon, Portugal, 2001. « Quinta do Mocho »

3. Punta Paloma, Spain, 2001. « Moroccan  
traffickers arrested by the Guardia Civil »

© Ad Van Denderen, Agence Vu’.
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ACTIVITY  2   eMigRating – boRdeRs

STILL IN THE “EMIGRATING” SECTION STUDY AD VAN DENDEREN’S PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN FROM THE SERIES “GO NO GO – EUROPE’S BORDERS” ( 1998-2002 ).  

 Locate the different countries featured in the photographs and  mark them  on this map 
of Europe with a cross:

©
 d
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m500 km
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 Are the borders visible on the photographs?  
Please explain.

 What are the difficulties and even dangers in crossing these borders?

 Do you think these photographs have a documentary or artistic value or both?  
Circle the right answer(s) and give a reason for your choice:

 Artistic value: 

 Documentary value:  
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 What do they tell us about State policies towards immigration?  
 (Refer to the section’s reference table for more information).

 How many years are there between the two documents?

 What do they have in common?

ACTIVITY  3   dealing With the state

MAKE YOUR WAY TO THE NEXT SECTION CALLED “DEALING WITH THE STATE” AND FIND  

THE DOCUMENTS SHOWN BELOW BEFORE ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. Gravure, 1852: Foreigners 
living in Paris queue up  
at the prefecture to obtain  
a resident permit  
©Eyedea/Keystone

2. Photo Zachmann, Exceptional 
regularisation procedure carried 
out by Bobigny subprefecture  
in Seine-Saint-Denis, 1981  
© Patrick Zachman/Magnum 
Photos/Musée national  
de l’histoire et des cultures  
de l’immigration, CNHI.

1

2
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IN THIS SECTION ENTITLED “WELCOMING LAND, HOSTILE FRANCE” LOOK FOR THE SHOWCASE DISPLAYING THE THEATRE PUPPETS. PUPPET SHOWS WERE VERY POPULAR AMONGST 

FRENCH CHILDREN AND ADULTS IN THE LATE 19TH – EARLY 20TH CENTURIES. STUDY THE PUPPETS PICTURED BELOW AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 

ACTIVITY  4   WelcoMing land, hostile FRance

1

2

4

53

Le théâtre de marionnettes,  
fin XIXe-débur XXe © Mucem, 
2007.
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Visuel
   1

Visuel
   2  

Visuel
   

3
 

Visuel
   

4
 

Visuel
   

5
 

o inteRnal MigRation

o inteRnational MigRation

o inteRnal MigRation

o inteRnational MigRation

o inteRnal MigRation

o inteRnational MigRation

o inteRnal MigRation

o inteRnational MigRation

o inteRnal MigRation

o inteRnational MigRation

What is the puppet’s  
attRibuted oRigin?

type oF MigRation (tick the coRRect 
ansWeR)

in What Way is this a steReotypical 
poRtRayal?
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ACTIVITY  5   heRe and theRe 

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT SECTION “HERE AND THERE” AND FIND THE SHOWCASE  

ON THE RUSSIAN HOUSE. STUDY ITS VARIOUS OBJECTS AND READ THE INFORMATIVE 

LABEL BEFORE ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

 Who was the Russian house created for? Under which historical circumstances?

 What has it become?

 One of its aims was to recreate a Russian lifestyle in France.  
How was this achieved?

La maison Russe © D.R. - Musée national de l’histoire 
de l’immigration
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ACTIVITY  6   a place to liVe 

UPON ENTERING THE NEXT SECTION THAT EXPLORES LIVING ENVIRONMENTS, SPOT THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITS.

STUDY THE PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAUL ALMASY AND THE PAINTING BY ANDRÉ FOUGERON ENTITLED “NORTH AFRICANS AT THE CITY GATES”:

Paul Almasy, Immigrés portugais à Champigny- 
sur-Marne (Portuguese immigrants in Champigny-
sur-Marne) 1963 © Paul Almasy, AKG Images,  
Musée de l’histoire de l’immigration.

André Fougeron, “Nord-Africains aux portes de la ville  
(la zone)” (“North Africans at the city gates ( turf side ))”,  
1954, oil on canvas, Musée de l’histoire de l’immigration  
© D.R.

 What type of living environment is pictured in both exhibits? 

 By connecting the two exhibits together, find three terms to describe the inhabitants’ living conditions:
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ACTIVITY  6   a place to liVe 

 Study the rest of the documents and art works on display in the section and tick the 

other types of living environment featured:

o  Furnished flat / work of art or document:

o  Workers’ hostel / work of art or document:

o  Residential area / work of art or document:

o  Large housing estate/ work of art or document:

o  Short-term rehousing estate / work of art or document:

o  Hôtel particulier (private mansion) / work of art or document:

o  Villa / work of art or document: 

 Discuss the choice of title of André Fougeron’s painting: 

LOOK AT THE SERIE OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY PIERRE BOULAT ON NORTH-AFRICAN 

IMMIGRANTS IN CAFES AND READ THE LABEL. 

 What are the customers’ activities in these cafes?

 What makes them significant meeting places?

Pierre Boulat,  
La vie des Nord-Africains  
de Paris, 1955  
© Pierre Boulat, Cosmos,  
Musée national de l’histoire  
de l’immigration.
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ACTIVITY  7   WoRk 

IN THIS SECTION SPOT THE “RECRUITMENT DAY IN LENS” PHOTOGRAPH SHOWN BELOW AND READ THE LABEL BEFORE ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS.

 What type of industry is shown here? (tick the correct answer)

 o Primary sector

 o Secondary sector 

 o Tertiary sector

 After reading the label, note the percentage of immigrants 
working in French mines in 1929:

 What can you deduce about the link between industrialisation 
and immigration in France?

Miners being recruited by Lens mining 
company 2nd October 1928  
©Centre historique minier  

du Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Lewarde
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ACTIVITY  8   taking Roots 

THIS NEXT SECTION IS CALLED “TAKING ROOTS” AND EXPLORES THE WAYS AND CONDITIONS IN WHICH IMMIGRANTS HAVE SETTLED AND PUT DOWN ROOTS IN FRENCH SOCIETY. 

MAKE YOUR WAY TO THE DISPLAY CASE ON PARTICIPATION IN WARS.

STUDY THE DOCUMENTS ON  

MISSAK MANOUCHIAN’S STORY

• taking paRt in WaRs and  
Resistance MoVeMents

 Who are the two newspapers intended for?

 How do they portray Missak Manouchian?

 How did the Affiche Rouge (Red poster) portray him before his execution in 1944? Why?

© D.R.

© D.R.

L’affiche rouge © D.R.
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• taking Roots thRough WoRkeR Militancy STUDY THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS BEFORE ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS:

 How do immigrants commit to the struggles of the workplace?  
Use the documents to explain your answer. 

 Is this specifically representative of migrants’ struggles or joined and collective  militancy? 
Please explain your answer.

 Studying the remaining exhibits and documents on display in the cabinets and reference 
table, list other possible ways for immigrants to put down roots and settle in France.

Gérald Bloncourt, Demonstration 
in Longwy against the liquidation 
of the iron and steel industry 
 in Lorraine, 1979.  
© Gérald Bloncourt,  
Musée national de l’histoire  
de l’immigration.

Gérald Bloncourt,  N ovem-
ber  1964 strike in the Renault 

Boulogne-Billancourt 
factory, 1964 

© Gérald Bloncourt,  
Musée national de l’histoire  

de l’immigration.
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ACTIVITY  9   diVeRsity 

MAKE YOUR WAY TO THE LAST SECTION ENTITLED “DIVERSITY”. START WITH THE BOOTH.

 Identify an object or commodity introduced by immigration that is now an integral  
part of French culture:

 Look at the reference table and the photographs above it and note the different 
religions shown:
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Kiosque, section “Diversité” © Musée national de l’histoire de l’immigration. © Mathieu Nouvel - EPPPD
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ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE SECTION, SPOT THE EXHIBITS RELEVANT TO THE ALGERIAN ART SCENE IN PARIS IN THE LATE 30S TO 60S.  

IDENTIFY THREE MAJOR ARTISTS AND FILL IN THE TABLE BELOW:

o dance  

o Music

o cineMa

o theatRe

o plastic aRts

o dance  

o Music

o cineMa

o theatRe

o plastic aRts

o dance  

o Music

o cineMa

o theatRe

o plastic aRts

naMe oF the aRtist
aRtistic actiVity  

(tick the coRRect 
ansWeR)

WheRe? 

 Study the remaining documents and works of art featured in the “Diversity”  
section. Have a look also at the reference table, jukebox and screens. Pick one document 
or artwork and note:

•  the artist:

•  the type of artistic activity:  

•  the time period: 

 In conclusion, what links can you make between immigration and French cultural 
heritage?
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 In your view, what element(s) of the “Repères” exhibition stood out the most and why?

 Please tick the answer that best describes how you feel about the exhibition:

o Liked o Disliked  o Moved o Interested o Indifferent         o Surprised        o Other. Specify:     

 Would you say this exhibition has changed your outlook on immigration? Please explain.

conclusion
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 account

When a person (witness) explains what 
he or she has seen, heard or experienced. 
Historians compare these narratives 
with traces from the past to understand 
historical events in their global nature.

 eMigRant

A person who has left his or her country  
to settle permanently in another.  
That is what we call a person in his or her 
country of origin.

 FoReigneR

A person who does not possess  
the nationality of the country he or she is in. 
In France, not all immigrants are foreigners: 
some have become French by process  
of naturalisation.

 iMMigRant

A person who has left his or her country  
of origin to move to another. That is what we 
call a person in his or her host country.  
In France this is also a statistics category 
used since 1995 in population census  
by the National Institute of Statistics and 
Economic Studies (INSEE) with the following 
definition « person residing in France, born a 
foreigner and abroad ».

 inteRnational MigRant

A person having travelled from one country 
to another to settle there permanently.

 ReFugee

In everyday language, a refugee is a person 
who has had to leave his or her country  
due to different reasons (war, persecutions, 
natural catastrophes...) In legal terms,  
a refugee is a person compelled to leave  
his or her country because of threats  
« due to his or her race, religion, nationality, 
membership to a given social group or 
political opinions ». Since 1951, refugees are 
protected under the Geneva Convention.

 steReotype

Preconceived and schematic opinion, with 
dis regard for singularity, cliché.

glossaRy



EXHIBITION FlooR plan
USE THIS MAP TO LOCATE THE DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES LISTED IN THIS BOOKLET.
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  1   eMigRating  2   dealing With the state4   heRe and theRe

5    a place to liVe 

  6    WoRk

  7    taking Roots

  8    spoRts

  9    diVeRsity

  3    

WelcoMing land, 
hostile FRance 

Main hall FoRuM

donoR galleRy

pRologue
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getting here 
293, avenue Daumesnil - 75012 Paris 
Metro line  8  - Tramway line 3a - Bus 46  -  Porte Dorée

Mobility-impaired visitors can access the Museum  
via the administrative entrance, 293 avenue Daumesnil .

www.histoire-immigration.fr

opening times 
Tuesday to Friday 10.00-17.30 
Saturday – Sunday 10.00-19.00 
Ticket sales end 45 minutes before closing time 
Closed Monday

admission 
All prices can be found on  
www.histoire-immigration.fr/infos-pratiques/tarifs

to book a visit 
reservation@histoire-immigration.fr  
Tél : +33 1 53 59 64 30 - Fax : +33 1 53 59 58 66

to contact the education department  
education@histoire-immigration.fr 

PALAIS DE LA PORTE DORÉE USEFUL inFoRMation

palais de la poRte doRée 
Musée national de l’histoiRe de l’iMMigRation 
aquaRiuM tRopical
293, avenue Daumesnil - 75012 Paris 
www.histoire-immigration.fr


